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Club Stereo 

"Cool Music"

The city of Nuremberg has a varied and interesting nightlife and the bars,

pubs and clubs provide complete entertainment to the patrons. Club

Stereo is one of the favorite night hot-spots frequented by hip and trendy

crowd. The chic decor punctuated with subdued colors and show-case

lighting gives the place an urban and modern look. It also has an

interesting line-up of events that attracts hoards of music lovers. Club

Stereo with its entertainment and cool atmosphere combined with hip

music ensures that you have a complete fun-filled evening.

 +49 911 211 0455  www.club-stereo.net/  info@club-stereo.net  Klaragasse 8, Nuremberg
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Jazz Studio 

"Jazz & Drinks"

Operating since 1954, Jazz Studio has been hosting some of the world's

brightest jazz talents. It is open to various forms of jazz genres, welcoming

classic, big band, soul, swing and funk musicians to get on stage. Its

spacious interiors are furnished with fine light and sound technology and

assure a great live concert experience. So, grab a drink and prepare for a

wonderful night of music.

 +49 911 36 4297  www.jazzstudio.de/  jazz@jazzstudio.de  Paniersplatz 27, Nuremberg
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Hirsch 

"Hip Place"

Venture to the industrial Gibitzenhof area and visit the Hirsch (Stag), one

of Nuremberg's top addresses for those seeking nocturnal entertainment.

There is always something going on here, from live-gigs to special events.

Lots of unknown bands have managed to gain a wider audience after

playing here, and well-known DJs and groups like to pop in now and then.

The Hirsch provides enough space for Cabaret artists, Bands,

Underground-DJs and bands to demonstrate their talent. The venue has

been open since 1994 and the regulars can no longer live without it! Apart

from these special-events, there is also a weekly agenda, which

incorporates Drum 'n' Bass, Jazz, Techno, Jungle, House and Electronic

music. In other words, there is something for everyone. If you don't like

dancing, you can relax in the restaurant and bar. During summer, you can

even have a coffee outside, whilst looking at the starlit sky.

 +49 911 42 9414  www.der-hirsch.de/  mail@der-hirsch.de  Vogelweiherstrasse 66,

Nuremberg
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